1963 PORSCHE 356B ‘OUTLAW’
Ruby Red with Black Leather with Oatmeal Suede
£SOLD
Mileage

N/A miles

Engine Capacity

1720cc

Body Style

Coupe

Fuel

Petrol

Transmission

Manual

Chassis No.

124808

Chassis no.124808 that we present for sale is a UK supplied, right-hand drive example that was sold new via AFN Ltd on the
6th November 1963.
As is quite common with these cars, little is known of its early life but it was purchased in May 2010 and returned to the UK by
the then owner who commenced a detailed and thorough nut and bolt restoration and upgraded it to â€˜Outlawâ€™
specification.
The bodywork was entrusted to a renowned specialist and the paint was finished in the period correct Ruby Red. The
restoration of the engine, gearbox and running gear was entrusted to world renowned marque expert Andy Prill. The engine
was upgraded to a 1720cc twin spark specification with a full flow oil system, producing circa 120bhp. Finally, GT Speedster
style seats with 4-point Sabelt racing seat belts were fitted and the carpeting finished in the correct box weave material.
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Presented in exquisite condition throughout and offered direct from ‘car collecting royalty’. Complete with a very fitting
registration number of 63 POR, in addition, the accompanied history files include the car’s certificate of authenticity, current
and previous title documents, detailed photographs of the restoration stages, time sheets for the bodywork restoration, a full
breakdown of mechanical invoices by Andy Prill, parts invoices and spare keys.
A fantastic opportunity to acquire a rare right-hand drive example that’s had a thorough and detailed restoration and benefits
from mechanical and cosmetic upgrades which drastically enhance the driving experience.
Great value for money!
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